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ON TAP
A longtime leader in commercial refrigeration,
True Residential’s newly bowed outdoor undercounter refrigeration offerings allow homeowners
to craft a chefworthy kitchen, poolside. Options
include a refrigerated beverage center, wine storage,
an ice machine and a drink dispenser. Conceived
for the ultimate entertainer, the single- or dualtap draft beer dispenser uses an exclusive airflow
technology, ensuring an always-frothy pour. To the
trade, Yale Appliance + Lighting, 296 Freeport St.,
yaleappliance.com; true-residential.com

BRINGING THE HEAT
For his recent collection with Frontgate, interior designer, author
and television personality Martyn Lawrence Bullard—who
counts celebs such as Tommy Hilfiger, Kendall Jenner, Cher and
other notable names as clients—went characteristically bold with
the Arcadia mosaic tile fire table. Rated for 50,000 BTUs and
featuring black-and-white granite tiles placed in a striking graphic
pattern, the stylish, luxurious fire table will heat up chilly evenings
in more ways than one. $11,995, frontgate.com

BRIGHT EYES
For his sculptural lighting collaboration with Dedon, award-winning designer
Stephen Burks brings a whimsical element to the outdoors, combining
handwoven bodies with Italian-milled marble bases and optional acrylic eyes
to create an eccentric collection dubbed The Others. Alone, each personalitypacked lamp makes a strong visual statement. But when stacked in totemlike
formations, playful characters emerge. “I imagined a colorful community of
dreamers, full of personality, gazing back at the rest of the world with ambition,
sophistication and pride,” says Burks. “They appeared to me almost like
ambassadors or guides into our imagination.” From $900, Showroom, 240
Stuart St., showroomboston.com; dedon.com

